Abilene paradox, 214
Abstract use cases. See Use cases
Act phase, requirements workshop processes, 65–66
Activities during workshops basics, 182–183
elements of each activity, 186–188
estimating time, 191, 192
example, 188–191
focus questions, 191–193, 194
framing, 185
imaging, 193–194
mini-tutorials, 185–186
QA (quality assurance), 194–198
sequencing, 183–185
templates, 190
Actor catalog. See Actor tables
Actor hierarchy. See Actor maps
Actor maps basics, 37
behavioral view, 30
focus of models, 33
focus questions, 32
high-level requirements, 34, 35
Actors, harvesting business rules, 140
Adjourning, group development process, 110–111, 211–212
Affinity groups, visual products, 135
Agendas, requirements workshops, 152
Arbitrary decision rule, 124, 125
As-is requirements models, 36
Ask why five times technique, 69–70, 208
Asynchronous time, workshops, 170
Atomic business rules. See Business rules
Behavioral view, requirements models, 28–30
aligning with business problems, 136–138
Best practices, requirements workshops, 261–262
Body language of participants, 210
Both sides of brain usage, requirements workshop success factor, 61–62
Bottom-up approach horizontal workshop navigation strategy, 226, 233
storyboards, 201
workshop purpose, 77
BPR (business process reengineering), similarity to as-is requirements models, 36–37
Business cases. See Charter documents
Business changes documents, 27
effects on user requirements, 25–27
Business glossaries. See Glossaries
Business managers, as workshop sponsors, 86
Business policies basics, 38
control view, 30
focus of models, 33
focus questions, 32
harvesting business rules, 140
scope-level requirements, 34, 35
Business problems, aligning with requirements models, 136–138
Business process reengineering (BPR), similarity to as-is requirements models, 36–37
Business project managers, 87
Business requirements basics, 24–25
charter documents, 24–25
constant changes, 8
documentation methods, 6–7
evolution of requirements, 22–24
Business rules basics, 38
control view, 30
detailed-level requirements, 34, 35
focus of models, 33
focus questions, 32
generating, 140
templates, 156
zigzag navigation strategy, 239
Business scenarios. See Scenarios
Business users, 274
Business value, 17, 263–264

C
Case studies, requirements workshops
BestClaims, 255–259
HaveFunds, 250–255
RegTrak, 245–250
SalesTrak, 241–245
Certified Professional Facilitator (CPF), 273
Charter, project, 6, 14–16, 20, 38
Charter documents, business requirements, 24–25
Charter workshops, deliverables, 14–16
Check phase, requirements workshops, 65–66
Checklists, QA (quality assurance), 195
Clarifying focus questions, 194
Closure basics, 217–218
collaborative, types of decision rules, 59–60
collaborative, workshop success factor, 59–60
debriefing, 219–220
decision-making rules, 119–120
parking lot items, addressing, 219
show-and-tell, 218
Clusters, visual products, 135
Co-located space, workshops, 170
Collaboration
decision making, 121–122
decision rules, 122–126
modes, 199–200
reaching closure, 126–128
reaching closure, example, 128–129
reaching closure, success factor, 59–60
requirements workshop role, 10
techniques, 209–210
Collaboration patterns
combining, 208–209
Decide How to Decide, 279–280
Divide, Conquer, Correct, Collect (DCCC), 183, 199–200, 200–201, 204–205, 280
Expand Then Contract, 203–205, 281
Is There a Norm in the Room?, 111, 281–282
Multi-Model, 37, 203, 204, 282–283
Self-Reflect, 117, 197, 283–284
The Sieve, 205–208, 284–285
Wall of Wonder (WoW), 187-188, 200–201, 285–286
Collaborative technology
advantages/disadvantages, 173–174
basics, 172–173
electronic polling, 174
thinklets, 172
warnings, 175
Complainer, type of participant, 215
Computer supported collaborative work (CSCW), 172
Computer-aided facilitation. See Collaborative technology
Consensus, type of decision rule, 124, 125, 126
Concepts catalogs. See Glossaries
Conceptual class or data models. See Domain models
Concrete use cases. See Scenarios
Conflicts during workshops, 212–215
Constraints. See Business rules
Content advisers, participant roles, 90
Content balance, facilitators, 13
Content participants, 85, 89–91
Context diagrams
basics, 39
behavioral view, 30
five-minute tests, 232
focus of models, 35
focus questions, 32
scope-level requirements, 34, 35
Context-level use cases. See Context diagrams
Control-oriented view, requirements models, 28–30
aligning with business problems, 136–138
Courtesy, ground rules, 112
Creeping user requirements. See Scope creep
Criteria grid matrix, 207
Cross-functional process maps. See Process maps
CSCW (computer supported collaborative work), 172
Culturally aware ground rules, 115–116
Customers, defined, 5
“Cutting to the chase,” 113
D
Data flow diagram, 37
DCCC (Divide, Conquer, Correct, Collect)
collaboration pattern, 1188, 199–201, 280
iterative requirements deliveries, 143
with Multi-Model pattern, 204
Debriefing sessions, 219–220
evaluation process, 269
frequency as workshop success factor, 65–64
Decide How to Decide collaboration pattern, 279–280
Decision diagrams. See Decision trees
Decision Leader Decides Without/After Discussion rule, 125
Decision rules, 122–128
closure, 126–128
decision leaders, 122–126
decision leaders, role in closure,
126–128
examples, 128–129
Sieve collaboration pattern, 206–207
types, 123–125
Decision tables
   basics, 39
   control view, 30
   focus of models, 33
   focus questions, 32

Decision trees
   basics, 39
   control view, 30
   focus of models, 33
   focus questions, 32

Decision-making rules (closure),
   119–120
Delegation decision rule, 123, 124
Delighters, 207

Deliverables
   data for workshop evaluation, 267
   defined, 9
   requirements workshops, 14–16
Detailed-level workshops, 141–142
   deliverables, 15–16
   horizontal navigation strategy, 226, 240
   vertical navigation strategy, 237, 240
   zigzag navigation strategy, 240

Dialog maps. See User interface navigation diagrams
Direct focus questions, 194
Direct users. See Users
Direct users list. See Actor tables
Distributed space, workshops, 170
Distributed teams, participant roles, 92
Divide, Conquer, Correct, Collect (DCCC)
   collaboration pattern, 188, 199–201, 280
   iterative requirements deliveries, 143
   with Multi-Model pattern, 204
Do phase, workshops, 65–66
Documentation methods, requirements,
   6–7
   system and user documentation, 154
Documentators. See Recorders

Domain experts, 5
Domain models
   basics, 39–40
   focus of models, 33
   focus questions, 32
   harvesting business rules, 140
   high-level requirements, 34, 35
   structural view, 30
Domain statechart diagrams. See Statechart diagrams
Dominator, type of participant, 215
Doneness tests
   combining with pre-work, 150
   decision-making process, 120, 149, 150
   defining, 145–149
   requirements workshop success factor, 57–59
Draft models, 152–153
Dynamic view, requirements models, 28–30
   aligning with business problems, 136–138

E
Electronic meetings (EMs), 172
Electronic polling, 174
End users. See Users
Energizers, group process development, 117–118
Entity life history diagrams. See Statechart diagrams
Essential use cases. See Use cases
Event lists. See Event tables
Event tables
   basics, 40
   dynamic view, 30
   focus of models, 33
   focus questions, 32
   scope-level requirements, 34, 35
Executive sponsors, 87
Expand Then Contract collaboration pattern, 203–205, 281
Expectors (customers), 207

F
Facilitators, 271–272
and requirements workshops, 11
as planners and designers, 97–98
as process leaders, 97, 98–100
basic responsibilities, 96–97
decision making, 98
defined, 9
hiring outside personnel, 101–103
intervention skills, 100–101
observation skills, 100–101
participant roles, 85, 96–103
responsibilities, 13–14
skills/knowledge needed, 273–274
Feature creep. See Scope creep
Filtering with The Sieve collaboration pattern, 205–208
Five-minute scope tests, 232
Flexible structure, workshop success factor, 60–61
Focus questions
horizontal middle-out navigation strategies, 231
mixing with view models, 140–141
requirements models, 30–32
requirements workshop success factor, 53–54
vertical navigation strategies, primary focus, 235
workshop processes, 191–193, 194
Forcefield analysis collaborative technique, 209
Forming, group development process, 110–111, 211–212
Fourfold way, ground rules, 276
Free-form business rules. See Business rules
Fun and games, 215–217
Functional requirement levels, 22–24

G
Games and fun, 215–217
Glossaries
basics, 40
focus of models, 33
focus questions, 32
guardians, 153
requirements model drafts, 153
scope-level requirements, 34, 35
structural view, 30
Goal-question-metrics techniques, 268
Grids, visual products, 135
Ground rules (principles), 109–110
basic rules, 111–113
culturally aware rules, 114–115
decision rules, 122–128
decision rules, examples, 128–129
decision-making rules (closure), 119–120
facilitators, 274–277
ground rules for ground rules, 112
group development process, 110–111
hidden agendas, 117–119
introducing rules, 116–117
product- and process-related decisions, 120–121
questions for stakeholders, 129–130
testing rules, 116–117
value-based, 113–114
Group development process, 110–111
Group dynamics during workshops, 211–212
Group support systems (GSS), 172
Groupshift and groupthink, group dysfunction, 51
Groupware, 172
GSS (group support systems), 172
Guidelines. See Business policies
H
Happy sheets, evaluation process, 268
Headlining comments, 113, 210
Hidden agendas, 117–119, 211, 244–245
High-level business rules. See Business policies
High-level scenarios. See Scenarios
High-level workshops
deliverables, 15–16
four phases, 65–66
navigation strategies, horizontal, 226, 240
navigation strategies, vertical, 235–236, 236, 240
navigation strategies, zigzag, 240
Horizontal workshop navigation strategy
bottom-up approach, 77, 226, 233
comparing with other strategies, 240
middle-out approach, 77, 226, 230–232
selecting types, 226–227
short dives, 227, 228
top-down approach, 76, 226, 228–230
varying with vertical strategies, 236
Huddle, 75–76

I
IAF, facilitators, 272–273
Icebreakers. See Opening workshops
Imaging, workshop activities, 193–194
Indirect user participant roles, 90
Initiation documents. See Charter documents
Input products, requirements workshops
agenda, 152
documentation of systems and users, 154–155
draft models, 152–153
iterations, 161
pre-work, 154–160
questions for stakeholders, 162
repositories, 160
universal models, 153

Invariants. See Business rules
Is There a Norm in the Room?
collaboration pattern, 111, 281–282
Iterative delivery
requirements models, 142–143
requirements workshops, 269–271
software development, 16–17

J
JAD (Joint Application Design),
requirements workshops origin, 13
versus meetings, 11–13
"Jelled" teams, 69

K
Kickoffs for workshops, 88–89

L
Latecomer, type of participant, 215
Lateral thinking collaborative technique, 209
Leading focus questions, 194
Learning styles, workshop success factor, 61–62
Logic tables. See Decision tables
Logistics, workshop physical space, 166–168
Low-fidelity prototypes, iterative software development, 17

M
Majority vote decision rule, 123, 124
Marketing managers, project sponsor role, 87
Matrices
criteria grids, 207
doneness testing, 148
portfolios, 207
QA (quality assurance), 197
SWOT matrix collaborative technique, 209
visual products, 135
Meetings
- cost of ineffectiveness, 11
- non-delivery of products, 14
- versus requirements workshops, 11–14
Meetingware, 172
Meta focus questions, 194
Metaphors, doneness testing, 149
Method 6-3-5 collaborative technique, 209
Metrics, evaluation process, 267
Middle-out approach
  - horizontal workshop navigation strategy, 226, 230–232
  - horizontal workshop purpose, 77
  - storyboards, 201
Mind maps, 135, 136
Mini-tutorials, 185–186
Models, requirements
  - actor map basics, 37
  - actor tables basics, 37–38
  - as-is models, 36
  - business policies, basics, 38
  - business rules, basics, 38
  - communication, primary purpose, 8
  - context diagrams, basics, 39
  - decision tables, basics, 39
  - decision trees, basics, 39
  - defined, 7
  - domain models, basics, 39–40
  - estimating delivery time, 144
  - event tables, basics, 40
  - focus questions, 30–32
  - glossaries, basics, 40
  - heuristics for selection, 137
  - level of detail, 32–35
  - methodology selection, 8–9
  - Multi-Model collaboration pattern, 37
  - multiple models, 36–37
  - process maps, basics, 41
  - prototypes, basics, 41
  - relationship maps, basics, 41–42
  - scenarios, basics, 42
  - similarity to BPR (business process reengineering), 36–37
  - stakeholder classes, basics, 42–43
  - statechart diagrams, basics, 43
  - use case maps, basics, 44
  - use case packages, basics, 44
  - use classes, basics, 43
  - user interface navigation diagrams, basics, 44–45
  - views, 28–30
Multi-Model collaboration pattern, 37, 203, 282–283
  - with Divide, Conquer, Correct, Collect pattern, 204
Multiple requirements models, 36–37, 138–139

N
Narrow and deep navigation strategy. See Vertical workshop navigation strategy

Navigation strategies at workshops
  - comparing strategies, 240
  - horizontal, basics, 225–226
  - horizontal, bottom-up approach, 226, 233
  - horizontal, middle-out approach, 226, 230–232
  - horizontal, selecting types, 226–227
  - horizontal, short dives, 227, 228
  - horizontal, top-down approach, 226, 228–230
  - vertical, basics, 233
  - vertical, selecting primary focus, 235
  - vertical, selecting scope- or high-level models, 235–236
  - vertical, selecting starting models, 233–234
  - vertical, varying with horizontal strategy, 236
Navigation strategies at workshops, continued
vertical, with multiple workshops, 236–238
zigzag, 238–239
Negotiation decision rule, 123, 124
Nonfunctional requirement levels, 22–24
Norming, group development process, 110–111, 211–212

O
Observers
participant roles, workshops, 85, 103–104
runaway observers, 104
Off-target discussions, 113
addressing, 210
$100 test filtering tool, 207
On-call subject matter experts (SMEs),
participant roles, 85, 105
Open-ended focus questions, 194
Opening workshops, 181–182
Organizational context diagrams. See
Relationship maps
Orientation meetings, 155
Output products, requirements models
basics, 134–135
intangibles, 150–151
aligning with business problems, 136–138
decision making and doneness tests, 149, 150
defining detail level, 141–142
defining doneness tests, 145–149
delivering iteratively, 142–143
mixing focus and view models, 140–141
mixing text and diagram models, 139–140
partitioning across workshops, 145, 146
prioritizing delivery, 143–144
selecting multiple models, 138–139
visual deliverables, 135–136
workshop results, 14
Observers, runaway, 104

P
Parallel collaboration mode, 199
Parking lot
addressing issues, 219
basics, 210
Participant roles, workshops
attendance, ensuring, 94
attendance, irregular, 90–91
basics, 84–85
body language, 210
conflicts, 212–215
content participants, 85, 89–91
difficult behavior, 214–215
facilitators, 85, 96–103
fun and games, 215–216
group dynamics, 211–212
group dysfunction, 213–214
observers, 85, 103–104
off-target discussions, 210
on-call subject matter experts (SMEs), 85, 105
parking lot, 210
project sponsors, 85, 86–89
QA (quality assurance) activities, 197
questions for stakeholders, 106
recorders, 85, 95–96
red card technique, 210
surrogate users, 92–94
workshop sponsors, 85, 86
Performance, nonfunctional requirements, 22
Performing, group development process,
110–111, 211–212
Photographing workshop room walls, 85, 95
Place (workshop physical space)
checklists, 176
collaborative technology, 172–174
collaborative technology, warnings, 175
logistics, 166–168
room setup, 168–169
technographers, 171

time and place options, 170–171

videoconferencing, 171

Plan phase, requirements workshops, 65–66

Planning teams, member selection, 75–76

Plenary, 57

Policies. See Business policies

Portfolio matrix, 207

Post-work

data for workshop evaluation, 266

evaluation surveys, 268

requirements workshop iterations, 161

Posters, 135

Pre-work

basics, 154–155

combining with doneness tests, 150

data for workshop evaluation, 266

orientation meetings, 155

templates, 155–157

workshop aids, 157–160

workshop iterations, 161

workshop success factor, 52–53

Preoccupied one, type of participant, 215

Principles. See Ground rules

Prioritization and ranking scales, 207

Priority of delivery, requirements models, 143–144

Process focus questions, 194

Process maps

basics, 41

behavioral view, 30

focus of models, 33

focus questions, 32

models, iterative deliveries, 143

scope-level requirements, 34, 35

Process variety, workshop success factor, 56–57

Processes of workshops

activities, basics, 182–183

activities, conducting QA, 194–198

activities, elements of each, 186–188

activities, estimating time, 191, 192

activities, example, 188–191

activities, framing, 185

activities, imaging, 193–194

activities, mini-tutorials, 185–186

activities, sequencing, 185–185

activities, using focus questions, 191–193, 194

balancing by facilitators, 13

closure, basics, 217–218

closure, dealing with parking lot items, 219

closure, debriefing, 219–220

closure, show-and-tell, 218

collaboration patterns, combining, 208–209

collaboration patterns, Divide, Conquer, Correct, Collect, 200–201

collaboration patterns, Expand Then Contract, 203–205

collaboration patterns, Multi-Model, 203

collaboration patterns, The Sieve, 205–208

collaboration patterns, Wall of Wonder, 200–201

collaboration techniques, 209

collaboration techniques, guiding flow, 210

collaborative modes, 199–200

conflicts, 212–215

fun and games, 215–217

group dynamics, 211–212

opening, 180–182

structure, 180

tools, 220

Product managers

project sponsor role, 87

workshop sponsor role, 86

Product output

basics, 134–135

intangibles, 150–151
Product output, continued
models, aligning with business problems, 136–138
models, decision making and doneness tests, 149, 150
models, defining detail level, 141–142
models, defining doneness tests, 145–149
models, delivering iteratively, 142–143
models, mixing focus and view models, 140–141
models, mixing text and diagram models, 139–140
models, partitioning across workshops, 145, 146
models, prioritizing delivery, 143–144
models, selecting multiple models, 138–139
visual deliverables, 135–136
workshop results, 14
Product- and process-related decisions, 120–121
Products (input), requirements workshops agenda, 152
documentation of systems and users, 154–155
draft models, 152–153
iterations, 161
pre-work, 154–160
questions for stakeholders, 162
repositories, 160
universal models, 153
Programming language system constraints, 22
Project glossaries. See Glossaries
Project scope
scope creep, 72–73
workshop purpose, 72–74
Project sponsors
opening/closing workshops, 88–89
participant roles, 85, 86–89
role if not participants, 88
types, 87
workshop sponsor role, 86
Project visions, linking with workshop purpose, 70–72
Prototypes
basics, 41
behavioral view, 30
detailed-level requirements, 34, 35
focus of models, 33
focus questions, 32
iterative software development, 17
Purpose statements
abandoning assumptions, 68–70
basics, 68
examples, 76–79
incorporating stories, 70, 71
linking purpose with project vision, 70–72
Purpose, workshop framework element basics, 67–68
defining planning team, 75–76
defining project scope, 72–74
identifying workshop sponsors, 74
writing purpose statement, 68–72
writing purpose statement, examples, 76–79
Q
QA (quality assurance)
basics, 194–195, 197–198
checklists, 147–148, 195
matrices, 197
multiple requirements models, 138
participant-devised, 197
requirements workshop iterations, 161
Self-Reflect collaboration pattern, 197
thumbchecks, 198
walkthroughs, 195
walkthroughs, example, 195–197
workshop processes, 194–198
Quality gate, decision-making process, 120
R
Ranking and prioritization scales, 207
Reciprocal collaboration mode, 199–200
Recorders
  role as participants, 85, 95–96
  role with facilitators, 13–14
Recording tools, 84–85, 95
Red card technique, 210
Refocusing focus questions, 194
Relationship maps
  basics, 41–42
  behavioral view, 30
  focus of models, 33
  focus questions, 32
  scope-level requirements, 34, 35
Releases, iterative software development, 16
Reports, workshops evaluations, 266
Repositories, workshop product storage, 160
Requirements
  basics, 4–5
  challenges, 5–6
  documentation methods, 6
  evolution, 22–24
Requirements creep. See Scope creep
Requirements levels
  business requirements, 6–7
  software requirements, 6–7
  user requirements, 6–7
Requirements models
  actor map basics, 37
  actor tables basics, 37–38
  as-is models, 36
  business policies, basics, 38
  business rules, basics, 38
  communication, primary purpose, 8
  context diagrams, basics, 39
  decision tables, basics, 39
  decision trees, basics, 39
  defined, 7
domain models, basics, 39–40
  estimating delivery time, 144
  event tables, basics, 40
  focus questions, 30–32
glossaries, basics, 40
  heuristics for selection, 137
  level of detail, 32–35
  methodology selection, 8–9
Multi-Model collaboration pattern, 37
multiple models, 36–37
process maps, basics, 41
prototypes, basics, 41
relationship maps, basics, 41–42
scenarios, basics, 42
similarity to BPR (business process reengineering), 36–37
stakeholder classes, basics, 42–43
statechart diagrams, basics, 43
use case maps, basics, 44
use case packages, basics, 44
use classes, basics, 43
user interface navigation diagrams, basics, 44–45
views, 28–30
Requirements workshops
  activities, basics, 182–183
  activities, conducting QA, 194–198
  activities, elements of each, 186–188
  activities, estimating time, 191, 192
  activities, example, 188–191
  activities, framing, 185
  activities, imaging, 193–194
  activities, mini-tutorials, 185–186
  activities, sequencing, 183–185
  activities, using focus questions, 191–193, 194
  and facilitation, 11
  and iterative software development, 16–17
  basics, 9–10
  best practices, 261–262
Requirements workshops, continued
  business users, 274
  business value, 17
  business values, 263–264
  case studies, BestClaims, 255–259
  case studies, HaveFunds, 250–255
  case studies, RegTrak, 245–250
  case studies, SalesTrak, 241–245
  closure, basics, 217–218
  closure, dealing with parking lot items, 219
  closure, debriefing, 219–220
  closure, show-and-tell, 218
  collaboration patterns, combining, 208–209
  collaboration patterns, Divide, Conquer, Correct, Collect, 200–201
  collaboration patterns, Expand Then Contract, 203–205
  collaboration patterns, Multi-Model, 203
  collaboration patterns, The Sieve, 205–208
  collaboration patterns, Wall of Wonder, 200–201
  collaboration techniques, 209
  collaboration techniques, guiding flow, 210
  collaborative modes, 199–200
  common problems, 264–265
  conflicts, 212–215
  disadvantageous uses, 17–18
  distributed teams, 92
  evaluating, reports, 266
  evaluation process, cost-benefit data, 267
  evaluation process, debriefs, 269
  evaluation process, happy sheets, 268
  evaluation process, metrics, 267
  evaluation process, post-workshop surveys, 268
facilitators, 271–272
facilitators, ground rules, 274–277
facilitators, IAF, 272–273
facilitators, skills/knowledge needed, 273–274
fun and games, 215–217
group dynamics, 211–212
inputs and outputs, 134
iterations, 269–271
navigation strategies, comparing, 240
navigation strategies, horizontal, 225–233
navigation strategies, vertical, 233–238
navigation strategies, zigzag, 238–239
opening, 180–182
processes, 66
products, 14
role in critical success factors, 264
role in software project success rate, 8
role of collaboration, 10
structure, 180
success factors, collaborative closure, 59–60
success factors, doneness tests, 57–59
success factors, flexible structure, 60–61
success factors, focus questions, 53–54
success factors, frequent debriefs, 63–64
success factors, pre-work, 52–53
success factors, process variety, 56–57
success factors, right people, 48–50
success factors, serious play, 54–55
success factors, shared purpose, 47–48
success factors, shared space, 50–51
success factors, trust, 55–56
success factors, using both sides of brain, 61–62
success factors, wise groups, 51–52
tools, 220
types, 14–16
values to convince management, 262
variant of JAD (Joint Application Design), 11
versus meetings, 11–14
Retrospectives of workshops, 219–220
Risk plans, 94
Room setup for workshops, 168–169
Runaway observers, 104

S
Scenarios
basics, 42
behavioral view, 30
focus of models, 33
focus questions, 32
high-level requirements, 34, 35
Scope creep
defined, 7
detail level of requirements models, 141
project scope, 72–73
Scope models. See Context diagrams
Scope-level workshops
deliverables, 15–16
navigation strategies, horizontal, 226, 240
navigation strategies, horizontal, short dives, 227, 228
navigation strategies, vertical, 235–236, 240
navigation strategies, zigzag, 240
Screen transition diagrams. See User interface navigation diagrams
Scribes. See Recorders
Security, system requirements, 22
Self-Reflect collaboration pattern, 117, 283–284
QA (quality assurance), 197
Sequential collaboration mode, 199–200
Serious play, 216, 217
requirements workshop success factor, 54–55
Shared purpose, workshop success factor, 47–48
Shared space, workshop success factor, 50–51
Shared team space, storyboarding, 201
Short dives, scope-level workshops, 227, 228
Show-and-tell closure processes, 88–89, 218
The Sieve collaboration pattern, 205–208, 284–285
Silent one, type of participant, 215
Six P’s
defined, 65
process roles, 66
Six P’s, participant roles
basics, 84–85
content participants, 85, 89–91
facilitators, 85, 96–103
observers, 85, 103–104
on-call subject matter experts (SMEs), 85, 105
project sponsors, 85, 86–89
recorders, 85, 95–96
surrogate users, 92–94
workshop sponsors, 85, 86
Six P’s, place (workshop physical space)
checklists, 176
collaborative technology, 172–174
collaborative technology, warnings, 175
logistics, 166–168
room setup, 168–169
technographers, 171
time and place options, 170–171
videoconferencing, 171
Six P’s, principles (ground rules), 109–110
basic rules, 111–113
culturally aware rules, 114–115
decision rules, 122–128
decision rules, examples, 128–129
decision-making rules (closure), 119–120
Six P’s, principles, continued
  ground rules for ground rules, 112
  group development process, 110–111
  hidden agendas, 117–119
  introducing rules, 116–117
  product- and process-related decisions, 120–121
  questions for stakeholders, 129–130
  testing rules, 116–117
  value-based, 113–114
Six P’s, processes of workshops
  activities, basics, 182–183
  activities, conducting QA, 194–198
  activities, elements of each, 186–188
  activities, estimating time, 191, 192
  activities, example, 188–191
  activities, framing, 185
  activities, imaging, 193–194
  activities, mini-tutorials, 185–186
  activities, sequencing, 183–185
  activities, using focus questions, 191–193, 194
  closure, basics, 217–218
  closure, dealing with parking lot items, 219
  closure, debriefing, 219–220
  closure, show-and-tell, 218
  collaboration patterns, combining, 208–209
  collaboration patterns, Divide, Conquer, Correct, Collect, 200–201
  collaboration patterns, Expand Then Contract, 203–205
  collaboration patterns, Multi-Model, 203
  collaboration patterns, The Sieve, 205–208
  collaboration patterns, Wall of Wonder, 200–201
  collaboration techniques, 209
  collaboration techniques, guiding flow, 210
  collaborative modes, 199–200
  conflicts, 212–215
  fun and games, 215–217
  group dynamics, 211–212
  opening, 180–182
  structure, 180
  tools, 220
Six P’s, products (input)
  models, drafts, 152–153
  questions for stakeholders, 162
  workshops, agenda, 152
  workshops, documentation of systems and users, 154–155
  workshops, iterations, 161
  workshops, pre-work, 154–160
  workshops, repositories, 160
Six P’s, products (intangible output), 150–151
Six P’s, products (output)
  basics, 134–135
  models, aligning with business problems, 136–138
  models, decision making and doneness tests, 149, 150
  models, defining detail level, 141–142
  models, defining doneness tests, 145–149
  models, delivering iteratively, 142–143
  models, mixing focus and view models, 140–141
  models, mixing text and diagram models, 139–140
  models, partitioning across workshops, 145, 146
  models, prioritizing delivery, 143–144
  models, selecting multiple models, 138–139
  models, visual deliverables, 135–136
Six P’s, purpose
  basics, 67–68
  defining planning team, 75–76
  defining project scope, 72–74
Subject matter experts (SMEs)  
content workshop participants, 89–91  
defined, 5  
on-call, in participant roles, 85, 105  
Suppliers, 5  
Surrogate user participant roles, 92–94  
Swimlane diagrams. See Process maps  
SWOT matrix collaborative technique, 209  
Synchronous time, workshops, 170  
System constraints, requirement levels, 22–24  
System context use cases. See Context diagrams  
System requirements, requirement levels, 22–24  

T  
Techniques, group activities, 187–188  
Technographers  
collaborative technology, 171  
defined, 96  
participant roles, 95  
Technology of Participation (ToP)  
workshop methods, 200  
Templates  
business rules, 156  
pre-work products, 155–156  
workshop activities, 190  
Tertiary users. See Content advisers  
Text and diagram model mixtures, 139–140  
The Sieve collaboration pattern, 205–208  
Thinklets, 172  
Thumbchecks, QA (quality assurance), 198  
Time estimations, workshop activities, 191, 192  
Time options for workshops, 170–171  
Tools. See Workshop aids/tools  
ToP (Technology of Participation)  
workshop methods, 200  
Top-down approach  
horizontal workshop navigation strategy, 226, 228–230  
horizontal workshop purpose, 76  
storyboards, 201  
Triads, 188  
Trust, requirements workshop success factor, 55–56  

U  
UML (Unified Modeling Language),  
statechart diagrams symbols, 43  
Undiscussable topics. See Hidden agendas  
Universal requirements models, 153  
Unspokens, 207  
Use case activity or dependency diagrams.  
See Use case maps  
Use case flow diagram. See Use case maps  
Use case groups. See Use case packages  
Use case maps  
basics, 44–45  
behavioral view, 30  
focus of models, 33  
focus questions, 32  
high-level requirements, 34, 35  
requirements models, iterative deliveries, 143  
Use case navigation diagram. See Use case maps  
Use case packages  
basics, 44  
behavioral view, 30  
focus of models, 33  
focus questions, 32  
Use case scenarios. See Scenarios  
Use cases  
basics, 43  
behavioral view, 30  
focus of models, 33
focus questions, 32
harvesting business rules, 140
high-level requirements, 34, 35
User classes. See Stakeholder classes
User interface navigation diagrams
behavioral view, 30
detailed-level requirements, 34, 35
focus of models, 33
focus questions, 32
User interface prototype. See Prototypes
User requirements
business change effects, 25–27
documentation methods, 6–7
documents, characteristics, 25
functional and nonfunctional, 22
surfacing, 7
user requirements document, 25
users, defined, 25
Users
content workshop participants, 89–91
debate over connotation, 26
defined, 5, 25

V
Value-based ground rules, 114–115
Vertical workshop navigation strategy
basics, 233
comparing with other strategies, 240
multiple workshops, 236–238
purpose, 77–78
selecting primary focus, 235
selecting scope- or high-level models, 235–236
selecting starting models, 233–234
varying with horizontal strategy, 236
Videoconferencing, 171
View models
mixing with focus models, 140–141
Vision documents. See Charter documents
Visual deliverables, 135–136
Voice of the customer filtering tool, 207

W
Walkthroughs, QA (quality assurance), 195–197
Wall of Wonder (WoW) collaboration pattern, 187–188, 200–201, 285–286
Warm-ups. See Opening workshops
Warnings, 175
Whiteboards, 85, 95
Wide and shallow workshop navigation strategy. See Horizontal workshop navigation strategy
Window interface prototype. See Prototypes
Wise groups, workshop success factor, 51–52
Workflow maps. See Process maps
Workshop aids/tools, 159–160
examples, 158–159
instructions/guidelines, 159
participant role in recording, 84–85, 95
posters, 157–159
shared space factor, 50
supplies, 159–160
visual products, 135, 136
worksheets, 159
workshop physical space
checklists, 176
collaborative technology, 172–174
collaborative technology, warnings, 175
logistics, 166–168
room setup, 168–169
success factor, 50–51
technographers, 171
time and place options, 170–171
videoconferencing, 171
Workshop requirements
activities, basics, 182–183
activities, conducting QA, 194–198
activities, elements of each, 186–188
activities, estimating time, 191, 192
activities, example, 188–191
Workshop requirements, continued
activities, framing, 185
activities, imaging, 193–194
activities, mini-tutorials, 185–186
activities, sequencing, 183–185
activities, using focus questions,
191–193, 194
and facilitation, 11
and iterative software development,
16–17
basics, 9–10
best practices, 261–262
business users, 274
business value, 17
business values, 263–264
case studies, BestClaims, 255–259
case studies, HaveFunds, 250–255
case studies, RegTrak, 245–250
case studies, SalesTrak, 241–245
closure, basics, 217–218
closure, dealing with parking lot items,
219
closure, debriefing, 219–220
closure, show-and-tell, 218
collaboration patterns, combining,
208–209
collaboration patterns, Divide, Conquer,
Correct, Collect, 200–201
collaboration patterns, Expand Then
Contract, 203–205
collaboration patterns, Multi-Model, 203
collaboration patterns, The Sieve,
205–208
collaboration patterns, Wall of Wonder,
200–201
collaboration techniques, 209
collaboration techniques, guiding flow,
210
collaborative modes, 199–200
common problems, 264–265
conflicts, 212–215
disadvantageous uses, 17–18
distributed teams, 92
evaluating, reports, 266
evaluation process, cost-benefit data,
267
evaluation process, debriefs, 269
evaluation process, happy sheets, 268
evaluation process, metrics, 267
evaluation process, post-workshop
surveys, 268
facilitators, 271–272
facilitators, ground rules, 274–277
facilitators, IAF, 272–273
facilitators, skills/knowledge needed,
273–274
fun and games, 215–217
group dynamics, 211–212
inputs and outputs, 134
iterations, 269–271
navigation strategies, comparing, 240
navigation strategies, horizontal,
225–233
navigation strategies, vertical, 233–238
navigation strategies, zigzag, 238–239
opening, 180–182
processes, 66
products, 14
role in critical success factors, 264
role in software project success rate, 8
role of collaboration, 10
structure, 180
success factors, collaborative closure,
59–60
success factors, doneness tests, 57–59
success factors, flexible structure, 60–61
success factors, focus questions, 53–54
success factors, frequent debriefs, 63–64
success factors, pre-work, 52–53
success factors, process variety, 56–57
success factors, right people, 48–50
success factors, serious play, 54–55
success factors, shared purpose, 47–48
success factors, shared space, 50–51
success factors, trust, 55–56
success factors, using both sides of brain, 61–62
success factors, wise groups, 51–52
tools, 220
types, 14–16
values to convince management, 262
variant of JAD (Joint Application Design), 11
versus meetings, 11–14
Workshop retrospectives, 219–220

Workshop sponsors
  identifying, 74
  opening/closing workshops, 88–89
  participant roles, 85, 86
  role if not participants, 88
WoW (Wall of Wonder) collaboration pattern, 187–188, 200–201, 285–286

Z
  Zigzag workshop navigation strategy, 238–239
  comparing with other strategies, 240
  purpose, 78